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Because of the rule of secrecy he was not free to speak of the
federal compromise that had just been made, nor could he yet
be sure that this would, as in fact it did, do away with the main
grounds of conflict But he was thoroughly aware that many
tedious and often difficult details must still be debated and agreed
upon. Whatever majority of the delegates might favor the large
outlines of the plan, there were still special interests to be con-
sidered, individual objections to be answered.
The Convention had early resolved to create a new govern-
ment, not merely revise an old one. It had six weeks later reached
a stultifying crisis of uncertainty, then emerged with an effectual
compromise agreement. Those were the dramatic decisions. From
the middle of July to the middle of September the work went on,
in minute revisions of the original creation. These were the
necessary drudgery of the undertaking. But the long process of
working out the precise forms which the proposed government
was to have and which were to make it the particular govern-
ment it was to be, calls for less attention in this history than
the steps the delegates took when they were deciding on a cre-
ative action and determining to recommend it to the people of
the United States.
There still remained, after the federal compromise, the final
adoption of the Virginia plan as reported by the committee of
the whole. On July 17, after some discussion, Bedford of Dela-
ware moved that the legislature of the United States should
have power "to legislate in all cases for the general interests of
the Union, and also in those to which the States are separately
incompetent, or in which the harmony of the United States may
be interrapted by the exercise of individual legislation/* The
motion was carried. The Convention then reversed a former de-
cision and voted against giving the national legislature the power
to negative state legislation. But it agreed, on the motion of
Martin of Maryland, that the legislative acts of the United States
made in conformity with the "articles of union"—that is, the
proposed constitution—and all treaties should be "the supreme
law of the respective States as far as those acts of Treaties shall
relate to the said States"; and that the judiciaries of the several
states should be "bound thereby in their decisions,** no matter
what the laws of the states themselves might say. This provision
had come almost literally from the New Jersey plan. It was

